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Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 000, 000{000 (1995)Auto�b Redshift Survey: I { Evolution of the GalaxyLuminosity FunctionRichard S. Ellis1, Matthew Colless2, Tom Broadhurst3, Jeremy Heyl1;4and Karl Glazebrook11Institute of Astronomy, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HA2Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring Observatories, The Australian National University, Weston Creek, ACT 2611, Australia3Department of Physics & Astronomy, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore MD 21218, USA4Lick Observatory, Board of Studies in Astronomy and Astrophysics, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064, USAAccepted |. Received |; in original form |.ABSTRACTWe present a detailed determination of the restframe B-band galaxy luminosity func-tion (LF) as a function of redshift and star formation activity from z=0 to z '0.75. Thedataset used for this purpose is a combined sample of over 1700 redshifts spanning awide range in apparent magnitude, 11.5< bJ <24.0, which we term the Auto�b RedshiftSurvey. The sample includes various earlier magnitude-limited surveys constructed byour team as well as a new survey of 1026 redshifts measured for galaxies at intermedi-ate magnitudes. Spectral classi�cations, essential for estimating the k-corrections andgalaxy luminosities, are accomplished via cross-correlation with Kennicutt's library ofintegrated galaxy spectra. The various overlapping surveys in the sample enable us toassess the e�ects of redshift incompleteness. We demonstrate that uncertainties in clas-si�cation and those arising from incompleteness do not seriously a�ect our conclusions.The large range in apparent magnitude sampled allows us to investigate both the natureof the LF at low redshift (z <0.1) and possible evolution in its shape to z=0.75. We�nd that earlier bright surveys have underestimated the absolute normalisation of theLF. Because the shape of the local LF does not change with the survey apparent mag-nitude limit, it seems unlikely that the local de�ciency arises from an underestimatedpopulation of low luminosity galaxies. Furthermore, surface brightness losses cannotbe signi�cant unless they conspire to retain the LF shape over a variety of detectionthresholds.Our data directly demonstrates that the B-band LF evolves with redshift. This evolutionis best represented as a steepening of the faint-end slope of the LF, from � '-1.1 at lowredshift to � '-1.5 at z '0.5. Using [O II] emission as an indicator of star formationactivity, we show that the LF of quiescent galaxies has remained largely unchangedsince z '0.5, whereas the luminosity density of star-forming galaxies has declined bynearly a factor of 2. The steepening of the overall LF with lookback time is of the formoriginally postulated by Broadhurst et al. (1988) and is a direct consequence of theincreasing space density of blue star-forming galaxies at moderate redshifts.Key words: cosmology: observations { galaxies: galaxies { evolution, large scale struc-ture.1 INTRODUCTIONThe detailed characterisation of the luminosity function(LF) of �eld galaxies is an important extragalactic question.Notwithstanding several controlled redshift surveys of �eldgalaxies in recent years (Kirshner et al. 1978, Peterson et al.1985, Loveday et al. 1992), some uncertainty clearly remainsin both the absolute normalisation of the LF, �� (cf. Mad-dox et al. 1990), and the faint end slope, � (Davies 1990, McGaugh 1994). A further important issue is the nature ofany dependences of these quantities on morphological type.A steep faint end slope of the LF is a natural consequenceof hierarchical models of galaxy formation seeded at earlytimes by cold dark halos (Lacey et al. 1992, Kau�mann et al.1994, Cole et al. 1994). Improved observational constraintson these models are required.Our present knowledge of the �eld galaxy LF comesprimarily from redshift surveys limited at B�17. Although



2 R.S.Ellis et al.some of these samples (like the Stromlo-APM and CfA sur-veys) are extensive, they are not optimally designed to ad-dress issues concerning the faint end slope. Their main valuehas been in de�ning very precisely the value ofM�, verifyingthat the Schechter (1976) formula is an appropriate repre-sentation and providing limited constraints on the form ofthe LF for MB < �13 + 5 log h (where h is Hubble's con-stant in units of 100 km s�1 Mpc�1). At B�17, a dwarfgalaxy with MB = �14 + 5 log h can barely be detectedbeyond the Virgo cluster. Even in panoramic surveys, thevolumes probed to this apparent magnitude limit are insuf-�cient to constrain the abundance of such dwarf galaxies.Small local volumes may also be unrepresentative. A fur-ther problem with intermediate depth surveys is that thephotometric data on which many are based are either notwell-de�ned or are insu�ciently deep in their surface bright-ness limit to reveal possible low surface brightness systemswhich may dominate the faint LF (McGaugh 1994, Ferguson& McGaugh 1995).The contribution of dwarf galaxies may be crucial to un-derstanding analyses of deeper (B>21) surveys of cosmolog-ical importance and, in particular, in quantifying the natureof any faint excess in the galaxy counts (Ellis 1993). Even aminor change in � can produce a dramatic increase in theexpected number of B>21 galaxies since the faint end of theLF contributes to the number counts with a steep Euclideanslope (Kron 1980, Phillipps & Driver 1995). A related is-sue here is the normalisation of the local LF. Galaxy countsat intermediate magnitudes 17<B<21 ( Heydon-Dumbletonet al. 1989, Maddox et al. 1990) present a puzzlingly steepslope. If these data are correct and evolution at such brightmagnitudes is discounted, possibly �� may not be well-determined. An upward revision by a factor 2 would reducethe faint excess brighter than B�21-22 and explain photo-metric colour and redshift distributions which both matchno evolution expectations (Metcalfe et al. 1995a).Although one motivation for deeper spectroscopic sur-veys is the need to clarify these uncertainties in the localLF, the main goal for the fainter surveys done to date hasbeen to search for evolution in the LF (see Koo & Kron 1992and Ellis 1993 for a review of these e�orts). Spectroscopicsurveys consisting of 100{300 galaxies in strict magnitude-limited samples fainter than B=21 have been published byBroadhurst et al. (1988, hereafter BES), Colless et al. (1990,1993), Lilly et al. (1991,1995) and Cowie et al. (1991). Aconsistent picture has emerged from these surveys. Notwith-standing the apparent excess of faint galaxies, the redshiftdistributions reveal no unexpected high or low redshift tails.To �rst order the N(z) distributions results are compatiblewith evolution in galaxy number density, rather than in theluminosity scale. Broadhurst et al. claim a rising fraction ofstar forming galaxies displaying intense [OII] emission butthe validity of this result, the only direct evidence for evolu-tion in the population, relies on understanding the variousaperture and k-correction biases (cf. Koo et al. 1993).For reasons of observing e�ciency, the deep spectralsurveys consist of samples restricted to lie within narrowapparent magnitude ranges. This precludes any direct es-timation of the LF as a function of redshift. For example,although Broadhurst et al. (1988) were able to demonstratethe redshift distribution of their faint survey was consistentwith a LF whose faint end slope steepens with increasing

redshift (see their Fig. 8), they were not able to observesuch steepening directly in their data. The e�ect proposedby Broadhurst et al. would produce an e�ective increasein the number density of luminous galaxies at around M�(and hence the excess counts) without distorting the redshiftdistribution from its no-evolution expectation. Eales (1993)attempted to combine the various surveys to derive a directestimate of the LF as a function of redshift, however the in-homogeneity and limited size of the datasets then availableprecluded very reliable conclusions.In this series of papers we present the results of a com-prehensive new survey, the Auto�b Redshift Survey, con-ducted with the AAT's Auto�b �bre positioner (Parry &Sharples 1988). The primary role of the new data is to �lla `gap' in the coverage of apparent magnitudes in the rangeB=17{21 and to signi�cantly increase the size of the sampleout to B=22.The scienti�c motivation of the survey is two-fold. Byextending the local surveys to fainter limits, more rigor-ous constraints can be provided on the faint end slope andnormalisation of the local LF. Secondly, with strategically-constructed samples spanning a wide apparent magnituderange, for the �rst time we can monitor directly any evolu-tion in the form of the LF with redshift. With a large enoughsample it is also possible to check for evolution as a functionof spectral class.Galaxy selection in the B photometric band is advanta-geous for this large survey not only because it makes optimaluse of existing data, but also because it maximises the sen-sitivity to recent changes in the global star formation rate ofgalaxies of various kinds. Our survey is directly able to ad-dress the long-standing question of the origin of the excessnumber of B-band galaxies. It complements recent work inthe I-band (Lilly 1993, Lilly et al. 1995) and K-band (Cowie1993, Glazebrook et al. 1995b) whose role is equally impor-tant in clarifying longer-term changes in galaxy propertiesover slightly larger redshift baselines.This �rst paper in the series presents the main sci-enti�c conclusions of the survey. In Paper II (Heyl et al.1995) we discuss in more detail the luminosity function ofvarious spectral classes as a function of redshift. Paper III(Broadhurst et al. 1995) discusses the observing strategy andpresents the redshift survey catalogue and related quantitiesfor over 1700 galaxies.The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 webriey summarise our overall strategy, the incorporation ofdata from previous surveys, and the new observations con-ducted with Auto�b. In Section 3 we discuss the analysisof the data, including a technique developed to derive k-corrections for individual galaxies based on a classi�cationof their spectra, and a simple estimator for deriving the lumi-nosity function in di�erent redshift bins. Section 4 presentsthe results, including new constraints on the local LF andevidence for evolution in the form of the LF with redshift forthe entire sample and for various spectral sub-classes. Sec-tion 5 discusses the conclusions of the survey in the contextof various explanations proposed for the demise of the faintblue galaxy population.



Evolution of the Galaxy Luminosity Function 32 THE AUTOFIB REDSHIFT SURVEY2.1 StrategyThe principle goal of the new Auto�b survey is to extend therange of galaxy luminosities sampled at moderate redshift bysampling the apparent magnitude{redshift plane inbetweenthe early B<17 surveys and the more recent 20<B<24 sur-veys. With this broad coverage of apparent magnitude, adirect estimate of the luminosity function (LF) at variousredshifts can be obtained. A detailed account of our observ-ing strategy and sample selection will be given in Paper III.Here we briey summarise the salient points.The new data consists of 1028 redshifts in 32 pencilbeams within two apparent magnitude ranges: 17<bJ<20(AF-bright) and 19.5<bJ<22 (AF-faint). By sampling manydi�erent directions rather than a single contiguous area theconfusing e�ects that galaxy clustering may have on the de-rived LFs can be minimised. The di�erent sampling ratesfor the various magnitude ranges enable us to make e�ec-tive use of a limited amount of observing time and populatethe apparent magnitude{redshift plane in a well-controlledway.Table 1 summarises the overall survey characteristics.As well as the new data, we have included the brighterDARS survey (Peterson et al. 1985) and the fainter sur-veys of BES (Broadhurst et al. 1988), LDSS-1 (Colless et al.1990, 1993) and LDSS-2 (Glazebrook et al. 1995a). In totalour catalogue contains 1701 galaxy redshifts and 3 QSOs.The galaxies have redshifts up to z=1.108; the QSOs havez=1.262, 1.493 and 1.599. The combined survey consists of53 pencil beams and spans the apparent magnitude rangebJ=11.5{24.0. The large number of pencil beams span manywidely-separated �elds over the entire southern sky thus avery large volume is e�ectively random-sampled. Paper IIIin this series (Broadhurst et al. 1995) presents the combinedsurvey catalogue and a �eld-by-�eld summary of the selec-tion criteria, sampling rate and redshift completeness.Details of the photometric selection, observing tech-niques and spectroscopic analyses for the published datacan be found in the relevant references or in Paper III. Allgalaxy photometry has been reduced to the colour-correctedphotographic bJ � Kodak IIIa-J plus GG395 at a limitingsurface brightness of �J=26.5 mag arcsec�2 (Jones et al.1991). For the new data in the intermediate range observedwith Auto�b, objects were selected from COSMOS measur-ing machine scans of sky-limited UK Schmidt plates usinga typical threshold of �J=25.0 mag arcsec�2. This photom-etry was calibrated with reference to 19<bJ<21 galaxies inthe APM galaxy survey (Maddox et al. 1990) in all caseswhere the �elds overlap, and with the Edinburgh-Durhamsouthern galaxy survey (Heydon-Dumbleton et al. 1989) forthe remainder. In producing a uniform photometric cata-logue, corrections were made for the di�erent isophotes usedin each catalogue (Peterson et al 1985). These correctionsare always smaller than 0m.28 and thus comparable to therandom photometric errors which vary from 0.05-0.15 magacross the catalogue.Star/galaxy separation for the DARS and BES data wasperformed by eye. For the fainter LDSS-1 and LDSS-2 sur-veys all objects were observed spectroscopically, and galaxysamples were de�ned from the spectra obtained. Whereas

the penalty of including stars in the deep surveys is small,the additional overhead of this mode of observing at bJ=17{20 would be prohibitive. Previous all-inclusive surveys (Trit-ton & Morton 1984, Colless et al. 1990, 1991, 1993, Glaze-brook et al. 1995a) have failed to �nd a signi�cant extra-galactic population of compact sources. In the new data re-ported here, we therefore relied on the COSMOS star-galaxyclassi�cation algorithm, making additional visual checks ofeach selected target prior to undertaking spectroscopic ob-servations.2.2 IncompletenessIncompleteness can arise in several ways and, if it were sys-tematic with redshift or spectral type, might seriously af-fect LF estimation. The most benign e�ect, which can becorrected, is incompleteness that arises purely from the in-creased di�culty of making redshift identi�cations becausethe spectra of the fainter galaxies in each of the various mag-nitude ranges have inadequate signal/noise. Provided thismagnitude-dependent incompleteness is independent of red-shift or type, then it can be corrected by weighting eachgalaxy inversely with the survey success rate at that appar-ent magnitude. The completeness as a function of apparentmagnitude for the various surveys is shown in Figure 1. Allthe surveys show some drop in completeness at the faintend of their magnitude range. The worst-a�ected surveysare AF-bright and LDSS-2, while DARS is virtually com-plete. The relatively low completeness of the AF-bright sur-vey arises from our strategy of doing the observations forthis survey whenever the conditions were too poor for theAF-faint survey. As a consequence, the AF-bright spectraare often of poorer quality than the AF-faint spectra.We can estimate the e�ect of the observed incomplete-ness (and the e�cacy of a magnitude-dependent complete-ness correction of the type described above) by compar-ing the distributions of the V=Vmax statistic for the variousdata subsets with and without the correction for magnitude-dependent incompleteness. If the observed distribution ofgalaxies is unclustered and does not evolve then V=Vmaxshould be uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Actualclustering and evolution will cause departures from this ex-pectation, but so will magnitude-dependent incompletenesseven in their absence.The form of departure from uniformity of the V=Vmaxdistribution is di�erent for each of these cases. Magnitude-dependent incompleteness will cause the sample to be de�-cient in the higher redshift galaxies of any given luminosity,and will therefore bias the V=Vmax distribution to smallervalues; clustering will cause peaks and troughs in the distri-bution at the values of V=Vmax corresponding roughly to anL� galaxy at the redshift of the relevant structure; evolution(at least if it takes the form of an increase in the numberof galaxies of any given luminosity at higher redshifts) willbias the distribution to larger values. Note that an impor-tant feature of our strategy of breaking our samples intoseveral narrow apparent magnitude slices, is that we expectlittle relative evolution over any one subsample. Only bycombining all the surveys and spanning a large range in ap-parent magnitude and redshift do we expect to see evidencefor evolution. Thus the absence of any upward trend within



4 R.S.Ellis et al.Table 1. The redshift surveys.Survey bJ Area 2� Fields Gals ID% hV=Vmaxi dhV=Vmaxi n m n0raw corrDARS 11.5{17.0 70.840 5 328 96% 0.46 0.46 0.016 2.5 3.5 1.3AF-bright 17.0{20.0 5.519 16 478 70% 0.43 0.48 0.013 1.8 1.9 1.3AF-faint 19.5{22.0 4.670 16 548 81% 0.45 0.46 0.012 3.6 1.5 2.9BES 20.0{21.5 0.499 5 188 83% 0.44 0.47 0.021 1.4 0.8 1.4LDSS-1 21.0{22.5 0.124 6 100 82% 0.44 0.46 0.029 1.4 1.3 1.2LDSS-2 22.5{24.0 0.096 7 84 72% 0.48 0.52 0.038 0.5 1.6 0.4

Figure 1. Completeness as a function of apparent magnitude forthe various surveys. The dotted line is the �t used in applyingthe magnitude-dependent completeness correction.a survey covering a narrow apparent magnitude range is notevidence against evolution.Table 1 lists the mean value of the V=Vmax statisticfor each survey before and after applying the correction formagnitude-dependent incompleteness (which is shown as thedotted lines in Figure 1). Uncertainties refer to standard er-rors in the mean of N instances of a uniform random vari-able, viz. p 112N . The table indicates the signi�cance withwhich our observed values (after correction) depart from theexpectation value of 0.5.Clustering increases the uncertainty of this test. Ifthere are typically m objects per cluster, the uncertainty inV=Vmax becomes p m12N . We can estimate m very crudelyby considering the observed standard deviations s in theV=Vmax histograms which, for 10 bins, becomes m =
Figure 2. V=Vmax distributions for each spectral type. The dot-ted lines show the distributions before applying the magnitude-dependent completeness corrections and the solid lines after. Thevalues of hV=Vmaxi before and after the correction are indicated.10s2=N . With these values of m, the revised n0 = npmis consistently less than 3, suggesting no signi�cant non-uniformities remain in the completeness-corrected samples.We will later demonstrate that the e�ect of this remainingincompleteness on the LFs is small.Unlike magnitude-dependent e�ects, incompletenessthat is a function of galaxy redshift or spectral type canneither be directly quanti�ed nor corrected. Furthermoreboth these forms of incompleteness may be confused withthe signal/noise-dependent losses, since both type and red-shift are expected to correlate with apparent magnitude.However we can make tests to establish whether either ofthese problems is signi�cant.For type-dependent incompleteness we can again usethe V=Vmax statistic. In Section 3.1 we de�ne a procedure
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Figure 3. Comparison of the redshift distributions in the overlapmagnitude ranges of the various surveys. In each panel the �rstsurvey is the solid line, the second dotted and the third dashed.The distributionsare normalized to have the same total numberofobjects. Poisson error bars are shown. (a) DARS bJ=16.5{17 ver-sus AF-bright bJ=17{17.5; (b) AF-bright versus AF-faint, bothin bJ=19.5{20.0; (c) AF-faint versus BES versus LDSS-1, all withbJ=21{21.5; (d) LDSS-1 bJ=22{22.5 versus LDSS-2 bJ=22.5{23.to allocate a spectral type to each galaxy by correlating itsspectrum with local templates. Anticipating this classi�ca-tion scheme, Figure 2 shows V=Vmax distributions for eachspectral type (as de�ned in Section 3.1) with and withoutthe correction for magnitude-dependent incompleteness. Inevery case the correction leads to more uniform V=Vmax dis-tributions (i.e. hV=Vmaxi closer to 0.5), although a slightde�cit of objects with large values of V=Vmax still remains.For redshift-dependent incompleteness the V=Vmaxstatistic is inapplicable because V is a function of z. How-ever we can check for redshift-dependent incompleteness bymaking use of the important fact that our combined sampleis made up of sub-surveys with overlapping apparent mag-nitude ranges. By comparing the redshift distribution of thebright (high-completeness) end of a fainter survey with thefaint (low-completeness) end of a brighter survey we can,within the limits imposed by clustering, check whether in-completeness distorts the redshift distributions. By restrict-ing the LF analyses to those based on data within limitedredshift ranges, we can further limit the e�ect of such in-completeness.Figure 3 shows the results of such comparisons. Withthe exception of the overlap between AF-bright and AF-faint there is good agreement between the redshift distri-butions, implying that redshift-dependent incompleteness isnot a problem. Of course we cannot check the LDSS-2 sur-vey in this way since we have no fainter survey with whichto compare it. Glazebrook et al. (1995a) discuss the limita-tions of this deepest data set in some detail. The signi�cant

di�erence between the AF-bright and AF-faint data in therange bJ=19.5{20 is di�cult to understand. It seems di�cultto attribute this to redshift incompleteness given the rangesinvolved (z '0.1 in AF-bright c.f. 0.2-0.3 in AF-faint). Con-ceivably this is a clustering e�ect or arises from the smallsample sizes.To summarise, there is signi�cant incompleteness in allthe surveys included in this work. However this incomplete-ness appears to be dominated by the di�culty of identifyingthe fainter galaxies in each sample due to poorer spectralS/N. We can remove this e�ect satisfactorily by applyinga magnitude-dependent completeness correction. Althoughsome residual systematic e�ects remain, these are small; welater show that even the dominant magnitude-dependentcorrection does not seriously a�ect our LF results.3 ANALYSISThe full Auto�b survey catalogue containing positions, pho-tometry and spectral classi�cations will be published in Pa-per III. The raw data for analysis consists of galaxy posi-tions precise to better than 0.5 arcsec rms, bJ magnitudesand redshifts. The �rst and most important step in deter-mining the galaxy LF is calculating the luminosity. Once acosmological framework has been selected (we adopt q0=0.5and H0=100h km s�1 Mpc�1), the distance modulus foreach galaxy can be readily determined. However, in samplesat moderate redshift, the k-correction is a very signi�cantterm and a strong function of spectral class and redshift.For the range of Hubble types seen locally, the k-correctionfor the bJ system ranges from 0{2 mag at the mean redshiftof the LDSS-2 data, and 0{1 mag even at the mean redshiftof the AF-faint data. In order to make progress, therefore,we also need to de�ne a robust classi�cation procedure fromwhich type-dependent k-corrections can be estimated for ev-ery galaxy in the survey.3.1 k-correctionsPrevious researchers have used a variety of approaches toestimate k-corrections. The most common method is to as-sume that galaxies have k-corrections that increase linearlywith redshift, with each morphological type assigned a dif-ferent slope (e.g. Efstathiou et al. 1988 and Loveday et al.1992). If colours are available, the observed colour and red-shift can be used to infer the spectral type by comparisonwith predictions from a set of template spectral energy dis-tributions, and the k-correction then follows (e.g. Collesset al. 1990). In a precursor analysis to that carried out here,Eales (1993) used the alternative approach of calculatingluminosities in a passband corresponding to the bJ bandshifted blueward by the mean redshift of the sample. Thishas the advantage that errors in the k-correction are min-imised as the correction at the mean redshift is de�ned tobe zero. However, Eales was unable to assign types for anybut the nearest galaxies in his analysis (those in DARS) andthus his luminosities could be in error by as much as 1 mag.For the Auto�b redshift survey the above-mentionedmethods for obtaining k-corrections are either inapplicableor inadequate. Only the DARS galaxies are bright enoughfor morphological classi�cation and only the LDSS-1 and
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Figure 4. Example of spectral classi�cation by the cross-correlation method. The middle curve shows the continuum-subtracted spectrum of a z=0.453 galaxy with bJ=21.68 from theAF-faint survey. The lower curve is the best-matching templatespectrum from the Kennicutt atlas, which belongs to an early-type (Sab) galaxy. The upper curve shows the cross-correlationof the two spectra.LDSS-2 samples have bJ -rF colours, while applying a meank-correction or using a mean redshift gives large errors in theinferred luminosities and even larger errors in the volumeweighting necessary to recover the LF.The ideal solution would be to derive the k-correctiondirectly from each spectrum. To do this we would need tosample the bJ response curve (�� 3800{5400 �A ) in boththe observed and rest frames. However for high-redshift ob-jects the restframe bJ lies outside our spectral range. Wewould also need to have reliably ux-calibrated data, butthis is di�cult at faint limits, where the sky-subtraction in-troduces uncertainties that make the spectra adequate onlyfor identifying features.Clearly the way forward is to classify the spectra andrelate this classi�cation to a well-de�ned set of k-corrections.Rather than relying on speci�c spectral features (which maynot always be present), we chose to cross-correlate the sur-vey spectra against those of the Kennicut (1992a, 1992b)spectral library of similar spectral resolution. These libraryspectra are well-suited for use as cross-correlation templatesbecause their wavelength coverage is well-matched to oursurvey spectra and because they sample the integrated lightof the galaxies, which is approximately also the case for our�bre and slit spectra of faint galaxies.Prior to cross-correlation, the Kennicut template spec-trum and the survey spectrum were smoothed on a 100�Ascale in the observer's frame. The smoothed versions werethen subtracted away, yielding continuum-subtracted spec-tra rebinned to 2�A per pixel. The survey spectrum wasthen assigned the type of the template with which it moststrongly cross-correlates. The published morphology of theappropriate Kennicut template indicates which of the King& Ellis (1985) k-corrections is used for that particular sur-vey spectrum. This table of k-corrections is available forE/S0, Sab, Sbc, Scd, Sdm types and for NGC4449, the lat-

ter being an intense star-forming galaxy representative ofthe bluest classes identi�ed in our survey. An illustration ofthis method is given in Figure 4.To check this algorithm, we performed a series of sim-ulations. A Kennicut spectrum was selected at random andnormalised to a suitable mean count per pixel. This spec-trum was next redshifted by a random z between 0 and 0.6,multiplied by an approximation to the instrumental responsefunction and then brought back to zero redshift. Finally, theobserved spectrum was generated as a set of random Gaus-sian deviates about this modi�ed template spectrum with aS/N per pixel in the range 0.8{4.0. These test spectra wereprocessed similarly to the real survey spectra. The successrate in identifying the correct spectral type was highly sat-isfactory: averaging over all redshifts, the success rate was70% for spectra with S/N=1 per pixel and >80% for spec-tra with S/N>2 per pixel; averaging over all S/N levels, thesuccess rate is >80% for z<0.5; for z>0.5 the success ratedrops to 40%, however, a consequence of the lack of overlapin the restframe between the templates and the observedspectra.We therefore classi�ed the galaxy spectra from the vari-ous surveys as follows: (i) for DARS we used the morpholog-ical types given by Peterson et al. (1985); (ii) for AF-bright,AF-faint and BES we used the cross-correlation method de-scribed above; (iii) for LDSS-1 we used the cross-correlationmethod supplemented by the use of the published bJ�rF forgalaxies that were either at too high a redshift or had toolow a S/N for the method to be reliable; (iv) for LDSS-2we used the published B�R colours to infer spectral types.For the 136 galaxies where we could not classify a spectrumwith the cross-correlation method and did not have either amorphological type or colour, then we used the k-correctionappropriate to an Scd (the median spectral type of the wholesurvey) in computing its luminosity.As an external check on the cross-correlation classi�ca-tions, we can compare the bJ�rF colour observed for thosegalaxies in the LDSS-1 survey (Colless et al. 1990) with thecolour predicted from the galaxy's redshift and its spectraltype as derived by the cross-correlation method (see Fig-ure 5). The agreement is generally very good: the rms scatterof 0.4 mag reects both the expected 0.2 mag rms uncertain-ties in the observed colours and a small number of objectswith odd colours resulting from image mergers on the plate,as well as the errors in the spectral classi�cations.A detailed description of the spectral classi�cation algo-rithm and more exhaustive tests of the method are given inPaper II. However, we can illustrate the precision attainedby assuming 20% of the galaxies are misclassi�ed by oneclass equally in both directions - an error consistent withthe discussion in Paper II. We can then calculate the rmsk-correction error for a given redshift bin and class from thedi�erential trends with class, including an allowance for thefact that the class is a discrete approximation to the actualspectral energy distribution. The errors are weighted by thenumbers in each class to give the rms error plotted in Fig-ure 6. This error increases with z but is comparable to thephotometric errors over the redshift range of the samples.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the observed bJ�rF colours of LDSS-1survey galaxies with their colours as predicted from their redshiftsand cross-correlation spectral types.
Figure 6. The rms error in the k-correction as a function of red-shift assuming 20% of the galaxies are misclassed by �1 spectralclass (see text for details).

3.2 Luminosity Function EstimationIn our analyses we have used two related methods to esti-mate luminosity functions: the traditional 1=Vmax methodand a modi�ed version of the step-wise maximum likelihoodmethod (SWML). The latter method was developed speci�-cally for our survey and ful�lls our requirement for extract-ing the luminosity function within various redshift rangesfrom a number of catalogues lying within various magni-tude limits. The 1=Vmax method is more direct and pro-vides an unbiased maximum-likelihood/minimum-varianceestimate of the luminosity function in the absence of cluster-ing; SWML allows one to trade resolution in absolute mag-nitude for insensitivity to clustering. In the limit of smallmagnitude bins the two methods become identical. A fulldescription of the modi�ed SWML method, and a compar-ison of 1=Vmax and SWML with other techniques for esti-mating luminosity functions, are given in Paper II. Here, forsimplicity, we present results based on the 1=Vmax method.None of the conclusions in this paper are sensitive to the LFestimator used.The 1=Vmax method is the canonical direct estimator ofthe luminosity function, �rst introduced by Schmidt (1968)for the study of quasar evolution (see also Felten 1976). Avni& Bahcall (1980) showed how to combine more than onesample in a 1=Vmax analysis, and Eales (1993) extended themethod to construct the luminosity function as a functionof redshift. The method works as follows.Suppose we have N galaxies and for each galaxy i wehave measured its apparent magnitude mi and its redshiftzi. These galaxies were obtained in M samples, and samplej covers an apparent magnitude range m1j �m � m2j andan area (solid angle) of sky !j (in steradians). It also has asampling rate Sj (the fraction of galaxies in the given magni-tude range and area that were observed) and a completenessCj (the fraction of the observed galaxies for which redshiftswere obtained). Any known dependence of the sampling rateor completeness on apparent magnitude, redshift or spectraltype can be removed by appropriate weighting.The luminosity function (number of galaxies per unitcomoving volume per unit magnitude) in the absolute mag-nitude range M1 �M �M2 and redshift range z1 � z � z2can then be estimated asRM2M1 R z2z1 �(M;z) dz dM(M2 �M1)(z2 � z1) = (M2 �M1)�1 Xfi:M1�Mi�M2g1=Vi (1)where the sum is over galaxies in the given absolute magni-tude range and Vi is the total accessible volume of galaxy i.This volume isVi = MXj=1 Vij (2)whereVij = 
j Z zijmaxzijmin dVdz dz (3)is the accessible volume of the galaxy i in sample j and 
j =!jSjCj is the e�ective area in steradians of this sample. Inthis way we treat theM samples as a single coherent sample(following Avni & Bahcall 1980). The integral is over the co-moving volume element (see below) and the limits are the



8 R.S.Ellis et al.lowest and highest redshifts at which galaxy i remains bothwithin sample j's magnitude range m1j � m � m2j andwithin the redshift range z1 � z � z2. If z(M;c;m) is theredshift at which a galaxy of absolute magnitude M andspectral class c has an apparent magnitude m, thenzijmin = max[z1; z(Mi; ci;m1j)] (4)andzijmax = min[z2; z(Mi; ci; m2j)]: (5)For completeness, we note that the absolute and appar-ent magnitudes of galaxy i are related byMi = mi � 5 log dL(z)�K(z;ci) �Ai � 25 (6)where Ai is the Galactic absorption in the direction of thegalaxy (which we assume to be negligible throughout ouranalysis), K(z; ci) is its k-correction and dL(z) is its lumi-nosity distance in Mpc, given bydL(z) = czH0 � 1 + z + (1 + 2q0z)1=21 + q0z + (1 + 2q0z)1=2 � : (7)The volume element (in Mpc3) corresponding to a solid an-gle of 1 steradian and a thickness of dz at redshift z isdVdz = cH0 d 2L(1 + z)3(1 + 2q0z)1=2 : (8)As shown by Felten (1976), the 1=Vmax method is anunbiased, maximum-likelihood, minimum-variance estima-tor of the luminosity function. However clustering in thegalaxy sample causes the 1=Vmax estimator to produce spu-rious `features' due to the assumption that the galaxy num-ber density is everywhere constant (apart from a possibleevolutionary variation with redshift). Thus a cluster at lowredshift will be misinterpreted as an excess of intrinsicallyfaint galaxies, while a cluster at high redshift will producea spurious excess of luminous galaxies.The uncertainties in the luminosity functions derived bythe 1=Vmax method can be obtained either using the approx-imate formula given by Felten (1976) or (as we have donehere) by using standard bootstrap error estimation tech-niques. Note that we have not applied any corrections toour LFs for the photometric errors in our magnitudes. Thisis because (i) these corrections would be small, since therms photometric errors are typically 0.1{0.2 mag, which ismuch smaller than the 0.5 mag bins we use for computingthe LFs, and (ii) because uncertainties in the k-correctionsare at least as large. We consider the e�ects of the latter inmore detail below.4 RESULTSThe distribution of absolute magnitude with redshift forthe entire survey is shown in Figure 7. Although it is notstraightforward to interpret because of the various sam-plings, solid angles and magnitude limits of each sub-surveyand the e�ects of k-corrections on the relative numbers ofdi�erent galaxy types, two important results (which we es-tablish rigorously below) are already apparent. Firstly, thereappears to be a dearth of sources at the faint end of the LFlocally, notwithstanding the very faint apparent magnitude
Figure 7. The survey data: (a) apparent magnitude{redshiftdistribution, and (b) absolute magnitude{redshift distribution.Galaxies with strong [OII] emission (those with rest-frame equiv-alent widths W��20�A) are shown as �lled circles.



Evolution of the Galaxy Luminosity Function 9limits now probed by LDSS-1 and LDSS-2. This suggeststhere is no signi�cant population of low-luminosity sources(see the discussion by Glazebrook et al. 1995a). Secondly,considering those sources with strong [OII] emission, we notethat both the abundance and mean luminosity of these star-forming galaxies appear to increase with redshift. In thissection we examine what our combined survey can tell usabout (i) the local luminosity function, (ii) the evolution ofthe luminosity function with redshift, and (iii) the relativeevolution of the star-forming galaxies compared to the entiresample.4.1 The Local Luminosity FunctionThere has been considerable debate on the question ofwhether the faint end slope of the local luminosity func-tion has been underestimated. The motivation arises partlyfrom theoretical expectations based in hierarchical cosmolo-gies where the required growth of structure can be seeded bydark matter halos but only with an associated steep massspectrum, corresponding to ���1.3 to �1.5 (Kau�mannet al. 1994). Elaborate mechanisms are required to circum-vent this problem (Cen & Ostriker 1994).Recent LF estimates (Efstathiou et al. 1988, Love-day et al. 1992, Marzke et al. 1994) consistently indicatea Schechter slope for all galaxies of � ' -1.1 down toMB = �17 + 5 log h. This is in marked contrast to the LFcomputed for the nearby Virgo cluster (Binggeli et al. 1988),and so the question has been raised as to whether the local�eld LF determinations have missed an abundant populationof low luminosity sources (cf. McGaugh 1994 and referencestherein). In their analysis of the CfA redshift survey, Marzkeet al. (1994) claim the �rst evidence for a possible upturnfainter than MZwicky = �16 + 5 log h. Speci�cally, they ob-serve 3 times as many low luminosity objects in this categoryas would be expected from an extrapolation of the �=�1.1Schechter function �tted at higher luminosities. We considerthe uncertainties are still too great for Marzke et al.'s resultto be considered de�nitive. A scale error in the photomet-ric scale of the Zwicky catalogue could signi�cantly reducethe excess and the volume sampled at these absolute mag-nitudes is very small. Indeed, the e�ect is greatest in thenorthern cap where Virgo galaxies inevitably contaminatethe supposed �eld sample.It is important here to distinguish between two distinctuncertainties in the local LF whose e�ects are often con-fused. Firstly, as described above, the faint end slope remainsuncertain and a steep slope cannot formally be excludedfrom current data fainter than MB=�16. This uncertaintyis largely a consequence of the small volumes probed forgalaxies with MB>�16 by all extant surveys. In the com-bined CfA redshift survey of 10620 galaxies over 2.8 stera-dians in both hemispheres to mZwicky=15.5 although 293galaxies were found with MZwicky>�16, they sample a vol-ume contained within only 10-20 Mpc, which is unlikely tobe representative. In the deeper Stromlo-APM 1:20 surveyof 1769 galaxies over 4300 deg2 to bJ=17.15, the depth isclearly greater, but the number fainter thanMB '-16 is only49. Notwithstanding these uncertainties, a steeper local LFwould greatly increase the observed number of apparentlyfaint galaxies, as intrinsically faint sources contribute a Eu-

clidean number count slope (Kron 1980, Phillips & Driver1995). However, as discussed by Broadhurst et al. (1988),a very signi�cant contribution of low luminosity galaxies atbJ>21 would distort the �eld redshift distribution to lowervalues than expected. Clearly only more extensive surveysbeyond B=17, such as that discussed here, can resolve thisissue de�nitively.A second, and independent, uncertainty has beenpointed out by many workers (e.g. Ferguson & McGaugh1995), namely that many �eld surveys may miss altogethera population of low surface brightness galaxies (LSBGs) byvirtue of selection e�ects inherent in standard image de-tection algorithms (Disney & Phillipps 1985, Davies et al.1989). As an undetected population, their location in theLF is a matter of conjecture. Most direct searches for LS-BGs have found relatively few compared to the numbersof galaxies of normal surface brightness (Dalcanton 1994,Roukema & Peterson 1994). However Schwartzenberg et al.(1995) have recently claimed to �nd ten times as many LS-BGs as normal galaxies brighter than 0.1L�. This claim re-quires further investigation, as it depends critically on indi-rect estimates for the redshifts of the objects involved.Although one might assume that LSBGs might lie pre-dominantly at the faint end of the LF, thereby linking withthe problem discussed above, this need not necessarily bethe case. Indeed, some of the LSBGs so far identi�ed arefairly luminous (Bothun et al. 1989). If the surveys con-ducted at faint apparent magnitudes systematically probedto lower surface brightness limits, they might reveal a highervolume density of galaxies over a range of luminosities, andhence more faint galaxies. In the rather unlikely case of sim-ilar LFs for the high and low surface brightness populations,the hypothesis could be tested with surface brightness pro-�les at various redshifts and magnitudes. Broadly speaking,one would expect to uncover more LSBGs at fainter limits.The most straightforward argument against the faintgalaxy population being dominated by LSBGs comes fromrecent ground- and space-based observations with su�cientresolution to determine the sizes of faint galaxies. Collesset al. (1994) found that the size-luminosity relation for asample of 26 bJ�22 galaxies drawn from the LDSS-1 survey,with redshifts up to z�0.7, was entirely consistent with thatof normal low-redshift spirals. Likewise, preliminary HSTstudies of galaxies to I�21 (Mutz et al. 1994, Phillips et al.1995) also show a stable size-luminosity relation and no ex-cess of LSBGs.Figure 8 shows the local (z<0.1) LFs derived fromthe DARS survey and from the combined AF-brightand AF-faint surveys (hereafter Auto�b). The solid andshort-dash curves are the Schechter function �ts to theStromlo-APM survey by Loveday et al. (1992) and tothe DARS survey by Efstathiou et al. (1988) respectively.The parameters of these �ts are MbJ=�19:50, �=�0:97,��=0.014 h3Mpc�3 for Stromlo-APM and MbJ=�19:56,�=�1:04, ��=0.008h3Mpc�3 for DARS. The �ts apply tothe range �22 � MbJ � �17; the dotted curves showthe extrapolations to fainter magnitudes. The long-dashedcurve is the Schechter function �t to the Auto�b survey LFover the range �20 � MbJ � �14:5, and has parametersMbJ=�19:20+0:29�0:34 , �=�1:09+0:10�0:09, ��=0:026+0:08�0:08 h3Mpc�3(�2=11.6 for 10 degrees of freedom).The DARS and Stromlo-APM LFs agree at the bright
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Figure 8. The local (z<0.1) luminosity functions from the DARSsurvey (open circles) and combined surveys excluding DARS(�lled circles). The solid curve is the Loveday et al. �t to theStromlo-APM survey LF and the short-dash curve is the Efs-tathiou et al. �t to the DARS LF (the dotted curves are the ex-trapolations of these �ts fromMbJ=�17 to �14.5). The �t to thecombined LF (excluding DARS) is shown as the long-dash curve;the open histogram shows the absolute magnitudes of the galax-ies contributing to this LF, while the shaded histogram shows thedistribution of galaxies with W�[OII]>20�A.and faint ends, but DARS has a de�cit of galaxies with�20 < MbJ < �18. This de�cit leads to the 2� lowernormalization and mildly steeper faint-end slope in theSchechter �t to DARS. The low normalization of the DARSLF was noted by Efstathiou et al. in comparing the DARScounts with those of deeper photometric surveys; theyclaimed it was marginally consistent with the e�ects of clus-tering if uncertainties in the selection function were alsotaken into account.The Auto�b z<0.1 LF is signicantly higher than theStromlo-APM LF everywhere fainter than MbJ=�19:5; theLF is not well-de�ned brighter than this, where it is deter-mined from only 17 galaxies. The faint end is again at atleast as faint as MbJ=�16, but has a normalization that isabout a factor 2.5 higher than Stromlo-APM or DARS.How can one interpret this change in the normalizationbetween the DARS/Stromlo-APM LF and the Auto�b LF?If it is due to evolution it is remarkably rapid: the galax-ies at, say, MbJ=�17 in the bJ<17 surveys are at z<0.02while galaxies of the same luminosity in the Auto�b sur-veys are close to the redshift limit imposed on this 'local'LF (i.e. z=0.1), corresponding to a lookback time of only0.9 h�1Gyr. An alternative explanation is some sort of mea-surement error in the bright or faint survey magnitudes, in-cluding residual isophotal e�ects associated with the faintersurface brightness thresholds associated with the deeper sur-vey data as advocated by Metcalfe et al. (1995b). This expla-nation also poses di�culties since a zeropoint o�set between

the various surveys produces a horizontal rather than ver-tical shift in the LFs, while a magnitude scale error wouldproduce a change in the faint-end slope.The higher normalization in the observed local LF forsurveys at fainter magnitude limits is the direct counterpartto the well-known observation that the number counts atbJ<19 are much steeper than is predicted by a model witha non-evolving LF with a at faint end. The solution tothis puzzle is unclear, but one suggested resolution can beruled out: the steep counts are not due to a non-evolvingLF with a steep faint end (at least, not down toMbJ=�16).Such a conclusion might be incorrectly drawn if one sim-ply combined two surveys with di�erent magnitude limitson the assumption that the LF does not change: combin-ing the DARS and Auto�b surveys to produce an overallz<0.1 LF results in a misleadingly steep faint-end slope of�=�1:3 despite the fact that each survey has �=�1:0 be-cause the bright end of such a combined LF is dominatedby the low-normalization DARS LF while the faint end isdominated by the high-normalization Auto�b LF. These ar-guments suggest the DARS sample may be unrepresentativeand thus we will exclude it in our further analyses.Evidence for a higher normalisation than that origi-nally suggested by DARS has also come from independentI-band redshift surveys (Lilly et al. 1995), morphological-based counts obtained with Hubble Space Telescope (Glaze-brook et al. 1995c) and from LFs estimated from galaxiesidenti�ed on the basis of their MgII absorption lines in dis-tant unrelated QSO spectra (Steidel et al. 1995).A further signi�cant development from the Auto�b sur-vey, however, is that we can comment on the nature ofthe LF fainter than MbJ=�16 more reliably than previousworkers. This arises from two speci�c features of the survey.Firstly, by probing fainter limits we survey deeper and morerepresentative volumes. For example, at MbJ=�14, galax-ies can be located across all �elds of the Auto�b surveyin a total e�ective volume of 2600 Mpc3, 3.7 times largerthan that appropriate for Marzke et al's CfA survey. Signif-icantly, for the bulk of our survey reaching to bJ '22, suchdwarfs would be seen to 160 h�1 Mpc (compared to only8 Mpc in CfA) indicating much more representative vol-umes when the large number of independent pencil beamsspanning the southern sky is taken into consideration (x2.1).Secondly, the faint end of the local LF is probed most ef-fectively from the bJ>21 samples which were selected fromdeep 4-m plates and ancilliary CCD data. This material wasthresholded at a low surface brightness limit of approxi-mately �bJ=26.5 mag arcsec�2 (Jones et al. 1991) whichwould guarantee detection of LSB galaxies of the kind pro-posed.Since the samples are still small, the simplest way toproceed is to address the hypothesis that there is an upturnin the LF fainter than MB = �16 + 5 log h, as proposedby Marzke et al. (1994). Figure 9 shows the ratio of thenumber of galaxies found in the survey at various luminosi-ties (and its formal uncertainty) to that expected for theSchechter function given above (�tted over the brighter lu-minosity range down toMB=�16). To test the sensitivity to� we have arbitrarily adjusted its value in this comparisonto �1.1, �1.3 and �1.5 while keeping M�B and �� �xed. Wealso examined the case whereM�B and �� are allowed to taketheir best-�t values. In both cases, we �nd no evidence for
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Figure 9. The slope of the faint end of the local LF. The pointswith error bars show the logarithmic di�erence between the ob-served local LF from the combined surveys (excluding DARS)and the best-�t Schechter function (M�=�19:17, �=�1:08,��=0.027). The various curves are the logarithmic di�erence be-tween various alternate �ts to the LF and this overall best �t.The solid curves are for the best-�tting Schechter functions with� �xed at �1:0, �1:2 and �1:4 (butM� and �� allowed to vary);the dashed curves are for Schechter functions with the same M�and �� as the overall �=�1:1 best-�t, but with � set to �1:0,�1:2 and �1:4.an upturn of the faint end of the LF as claimed by Marzkeet al., and a distinctly di�erent behaviour to that identi�edby Binggeli et al.. The steepest local LF slope consistentwith our data has � '-1.2.We also note, in this context, the recent claim for noupturn until at least MB > �12 + 5 log h in the Coma clus-ter (Bernstein et al. 1995), suggesting that the LF of theVirgo cluster as presented by Binggeli et al. may not berepresentative.A related question is whether there is any di�erence be-tween the properties of the intrinsically faint and luminousgalaxies, such as might be expected if strong selection e�ectswere limiting the detection of the low luminosity sources. Inthe cluster samples, Binggeli et al. claim the bulk of thelow luminosity galaxies are red compact dEs and blue dIrrs.Figure 8 shows that virtually all of the sources fainter thanMbJ��17 are strong star-forming galaxies with [OII] equiv-alent widths W�>20�A. Spectroscopically these are virtuallyall classi�ed as late-type systems similar to the Virgo dIrrs;no compact red sources are found.Returning �nally to the question of selection biases, it isimportant to recognise that the surveys most sensitive to thefaint end of the local LF are those beyond B>21 includingthose performed with LDSS-1 and LDSS-2 which address allsources, regardless of star/galaxy appearance. Thus compactextragalactic sources would not be missed in these surveys(Colless et al. 1991, 1993).

In summary, we have direct evidence that the absolutescale of the local LF is underestimated by brighter surveysbut, signi�cantly, there is no evidence for a steeper faint endslope at low redshift in any of the various datasets.4.2 Evolution of the Luminosity FunctionBroadhurst et al. (1988) proposed that the redshift distri-bution of their bJ=20{21.5 survey might be reconciled withthe excess numbers seen if the luminosity function had asteeper faint end slope in the past (cf. their Figure 9). Atwhat is now a fairly modest magnitude limit, their conclu-sion was a�ected by the uncertainty in the absolute normal-isation of the LF. An upward shift of a factor of 1.5{2 in ��might remove the need for evolution in the BES data. At thefainter limits probed by LDSS-1 (Colless et al. 1990, 1993)and LDSS-2 (Glazebrook et al. 1995a), the uncertainties innormalisation of the local LF are insu�cient to explain theexcess counts.An additional argument used to justify evolution bythe above-cited authors was that the slope of the counts,=dlogN=dm, is consistently steeper than the no-evolutionprediction. Since, in the no-evolution case,  is independentof ��, this would appear to provide convincing evidence forsome evolution. Unfortunately, this argument fails at somelevel because no convincing model based on the local LFs hasyet reproduced  in the bright, presumably non-evolving,regime 15<bJ<20 where a surprisingly steep count slope isalso found (Maddox et al. 1990).There are two issues that the Auto�b survey can ad-dress. Firstly, it can be used to directly establish whetherthere is a change in the LF shape with redshift, and, if so,for which class of sources the evolution is most apparent.Secondly, assuming the �elds we have surveyed are repre-sentative of those used by Maddox et al. (1990), our surveymight cast some light on the question of the true absolutenormalisation of the LF, which remains confused.Figure 10 shows the LFs derived from the 1=Vmaxmethod for three broad redshift bins 0.02<z<0.15,0.15<z<0.35 and 0.35<z<0.75 corresponding to approxi-mately equal time intervals of about 1.1 Gyr (for H0=100,q0=0.5). (Note that there are only 4 galaxies in the combinedsample with z>0.75.) The size and depth of our survey en-ables us to derive reasonably accurate LFs in all three red-shift ranges, although the highest redshift LF only extendsto MbJ � �18 + 5 log h whereas the two lower redshift binsextend to at least MbJ � �16 + 5 log h. The errors shownwere obtained by bootstrap error analysis. In the case ofthe lowest redshift bin, we have excluded the DARS samplefollowing the discussion in x4.1. The �gure clearly shows ev-idence for a steepening of the faint end slope of the LF withincreasing redshift, and perhaps an increase in the overallnormalization. However, the trend is not completely cleanas the LF at MbJ '-19 drops at intermediate redshift andso evidently there are still uctuations arising from the smallsample size.Formally, 1- and 2-sample �2 tests show that, in theregion of overlap, the lowest redshift LF in Figure 10 doesnot di�er in shape signi�cantly from the local one (Figure 8)since P (> �2)=0.85. The LFs in the higher redshift bins dif-fer from their lower z adjacent bins with P (> �2)=0.219
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Figure 10. Evolution of the luminosity function with redshift.The LF is shown for three redshift ranges corresponding to ap-proximately equal time intervals of about 1.1 Gyr.and 0.008 indicating the bulk of the evolution sets in be-yond z '0.3. Most of the apparent evolution inferred inearlier work within 0 < z <0.3 arose primarily because ofthe abnormally low LF normalisation. The most signi�cantresult arises when we check whether the entire dataset couldbe consistent with a non-evolving local LF. Considering the�21.5<MbJ<�14.5 LF with 0<z<0.75 in 6 redshift bins,and maintaining a minimum bin count of 5 galaxies per ab-solute magnitude interval, a �2 test rejects a non-evolvingLF with a formal probability of < 10�20.The evolution appears to be somewhat stronger forgalaxies fainter than L�. The best-�t Schechter functionsfor each redshift interval are listed in Table 2 and illustratedwith their formal error bars in Figure 11. Whereas the trendis not entirely continuous from one redshift range to another(as discussed above), it is important to note that the formalerrors do not include any allowance for the possible e�ects ofclustering. Given the small values of �2=� and the discussionin x2.2, only a modest correction is expected. Increasing theerror bars on Figure 10 by p2 would be su�cient to explainthe intermediate redshift points at MbJ '-19 and wouldensure continuity in the Schechter contours of Figure 11.Although a larger sample is ideally required, it is clear fromFigures 10 and 11 that the LF has evolved signi�cantly overmodest redshifts and it is suggestive that an important com-ponent of this evolution is in the faint end slope. There is noconvincing evidence for a systematic shift in M�bJ over z=0to 0.75 whereas � steepens from �1.1 to �1.5.Given the potential importance of this result, we needto examine whether it is stable to any procedural uncertain-ties in our analysis. We have already mentioned that theresult is independent of the methods used to compute theLF from our data (see Paper II). In x3.1 we also discuss

Figure 11. Error contours for the pairs of parameters (a) � andlog��, (b)M� and log��, and (c)M� and �, �tted to the LFs ob-tained in the three redshift ranges 0.02<z<0.15 (solid contours),0.15<z<0.35 (dashed contours) and 0.35<z<0.75 (dotted con-tours). The contour levels shown are 1�, 2� and 3�; the crossesindicate the best �ts.the small e�ects that incorrect k-corrections (arising fromspectral misclassi�cations) might produce.The application of the magnitude-dependent complete-ness correction for each survey in fact makes very little dif-ference to the �nal LFs. The ratio of the LF with the correc-tion to the LF without the correction in each redshift rangeis shown in Figure 12. The changes are less than about 10%except where the numbers of galaxies contributing to the LFestimate is �<10.We can place limits on the possible e�ects of redshift-dependent completeness by considering extreme cases whereall the unidenti�ed galaxies have either z=0.05 or alterna-tively z=0.75. Given our earlier discussion on redshift in-completeness, this must be considered highly unlikely butillustrates the robustness of our main result. If the incom-pleteness is assumed to be entirely local (Fig. 13(a)), thenearby LF steepens somewhat at the faint end although theevolutionary trends in Fig. 10 are still present. In the casewhere the incompleteness is assumed to be entirely at highredshift (Fig. 13(b)), an unphysical discontinuity in normal-isation with redshift is produced although, again, the evolu-tion seen in Fig. 10 is maintained.4.3 Faint Star-forming GalaxiesBroadhurst et al. (1988, BES) �rst suggested that the excesspopulation might arise from a distinct population of star-forming galaxies. They noted an increasing number of strong[OII] emission line objects in their survey and claimed thesemight be sub-L� galaxies rendered visible during a briefburst of star-formation. By coadding the spectra of several[OII]-strong galaxies, weak Balmer features were identi�ed



Evolution of the Galaxy Luminosity Function 13Table 2. Fitted parameters of the luminosity function with redshift.z range M� � log �� �� �2 (�)0.02<z<0.15 -19.30 [-0.12,+0.15] -1.16 [-0.05,+0.05] -1.61 [-0.06,+0.06] 0.0245 8.62 (11)0.15<z<0.35 -19.65 [-0.10,+0.12] -1.41 [-0.07,+0.12] -1.83 [-0.06,+0.08] 0.0148 8.68 ( 9)0.35<z<0.75 -19.38 [-0.25,+0.27] -1.45 [-0.18,+0.16] -1.45 [-0.36,+0.26] 0.0355 4.57 ( 5)

Figure 12. Logarithmic di�erence between the completeness-corrected and uncorrected LFs in the three redshift ranges shownin Fig. 10 (with the same symbols for each range).consistent with this hypothesis. Such a cycle would, however,imply many more quiescent sources were present at faintermagnitudes beyond the limits of current surveys. Conceiv-ably, many galaxies su�ered these bursts in the past (witha rate increasing with redshift). Regardless of this, a largepopulation of feeble sources has not yet been seen in localsurveys so these galaxies must somehow have disappearedfrom view. Broadhurst et al. (1992) later demonstrated thatthe star-forming sources, when separated according to theirW�[OII], showed a remarkably steep count slope, whereasthe remainder appeared to �t a no-evolution model. Thiswould imply that rapid evolution would predominantly liein the star-forming galaxies.It is important to recognise that discontinuous star-formation events could readily transform a galaxy from be-ing a member of the `quiescent' population to one withstrong [OII] or vice-versa. At some level, it is mislead-
Figure 13. The LFs in three redshift ranges as in Fig.10, butassuming that all the unidenti�ed objects have (a) z=0.05 or(b) z=0.75 and that therefore the sample is 100% complete.ing to consider spectrally-classed populations as represent-ing two independent components of the galaxy distribution.Nonetheless, having established some form of evolution, it isimportant to �nd which kinds of sources are involved. A spe-ci�c advantage of considering the strong [OII] galaxies is thehigh redshift completeness assured by their emission spec-trum. This point was considered quantitatively by Collesset al. (1990) for continuum S/N-limited samples. In view ofprevious claims for the central role of star formation in un-derstanding the counts, an `[OII] strong' subsample is likelyto be a valuable dataset for analysis.Figure 14 shows the change with redshift in the ab-solute magnitude distribution and derived LFs for galaxies
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Figure 14. Luminosity functions at various redshifts for galaxiesselected according to the equivalent width W� of the [OII] 3727�A emission line.separated according to whether their W�[OII] exceeds oris less than 20�A . Signi�cant evolution of the W�[OII] thestar-forming galaxies. These sources show evolution quali-tatively similar, though noticeably stronger, than that ob-served for the whole population (cf. Table 3). Direct compar-ison of the high- and low-redshift LFs in Figure 14a showsthe space density of star-forming galaxies has decreased atall luminosities by almost a factor of 2 between z ' 0:4 andz ' 0:15. This decline corresponds to an overall fading of thestar-forming population of 0.5 mag over this redsh�t range.The rapid evolution in the LF of the star forming galax-ies is consistent with a conclusion derived by Lilly et al.(1995) from the I-band selected CFRS survey. Those work-

ers claim substantial brightening with redshift for I-selectedgalaxies whose rest-frame colours are bluer than Sbc type. InPaper II we address the question of evolution as a functionof spectral class more rigorously. However, we note that Lillyet al.'s Figure 3(b) is quite similar to our Figure 14 which isparticularly encouraging considering the di�erent selectioncriteria and methods used by the two groups.However, it should be noted that (i) by virtue of ourB-selection we have a much greater sensitivity to this evo-lutionary trend, and (ii) the wider range in apparent magni-tude surveyed here provides a clearer estimate of the trendswith luminosity at each redshift. In the CFRS survey, whichspans only a limited apparent magnitude range with its sin-gle magnitude-limited sample, it is very di�cult to estimatethe shape of the LF at any particular redshift. Conceivablythis is why Lilly et al. are unable, from their LF results, toreproduce the B-band counts (their Fig. 8). On the otherhand, the CFRS survey provides valuable information athigher redshifts (150 blue galaxies have 0.75< z <1.3) byvirtue of the reduced k-correction in the longer wavelengthband. The two surveys therefore complement each other re-markably well.The question arises as to whether the [OII] sources aresimply fading as a separate self-contained population? Theanswer is unclear because it is, necessarily, somewhat of anarbitrary distinction as to whether a galaxy is put in the[OII] -strong or quiescent sample. Certainly, if one startswith the high redshift LF for the [OII] -strong galaxies inFig. 14 and applies a progressive luminosity-independentfading with redshift to the entire population, it is not pos-sible to reconstruct Fig. 8 at z=0. Without some form ofdi�erential fading, there are too many star-forming galax-ies at high z for the local representatives to be dimmedversions. No doubt the same dilemma would arise if onecharacterised the populations on the basis of colours as inLilly et al. (1995). Neither colour nor spectral types is aparticularly good classi�er over a range in redshift since,when star formation falls below some threshold, a galaxycan easily change from one category to another. One possi-ble way forward may be to use HST morphology as the basicclassi�er,although it will be some time before such sizeablesamples are available (Glazebrook et al. 1995c, Ellis 1995).5 CONCLUSIONSWe summarise our principal conclusions as follows:(i) We have completed a major new redshift survey of1026 galaxies at intermediate magnitude which, to-gether with earlier published data secured by our team,allows us to construct a catalogue of over 1700 galaxyredshifts spanning a wide range in apparent magnitudefrom bJ=11.5 to 24. The wide range in implied luminos-ity is a signi�cant step forward in determining directlythe form of the luminosity function (LF) at various red-shifts.(ii) We con�rm that the local LF has a Schechter faint endslope with � '-1.1 as claimed by Efstathiou et al. (1988)and Loveday et al. (1992). A signi�cantly steeper slopewould lead to the detection of many more low redshiftgalaxies than observed in the faintest surveys. A careful



Evolution of the Galaxy Luminosity Function 15Table 3. Luminosity function �ts as a function of [O II] equivalent widthW�[OII] and z range M� � log �� �� �2 (�)W� >20�A,z<0.25 -18.42 [-0.14,+0.14] -1.04 [-0.08,+0.10] -1.70 [-0.06,+0.08] 0.0200 22.53 ( 9)W� >20�A,z>0.25 -18.96 [-0.30,+0.32] -1.44 [-0.26,+0.38] -1.88 [-0.24,+0.20] 0.0132 8.82 ( 7)W� <20�A,z<0.25 -19.42 [-0.12,+0.08] -1.12 [-0.06,+0.04] -1.76 [-0.06,+0.04] 0.0174 9.59 (11)W� <20�A,z>0.25 -19.08 [-0.18,+0.16] -0.74 [-0.22,+0.24] -1.58 [-0.08,+0.08] 0.0263 20.84 ( 6)analysis of the local LF derived from catalogues limitedat di�erent apparent magnitudes shows the principaluncertainty in the local LF lies in its absolute normal-isation not its shape. We present convincing evidencefor a higher LF normalisation than that previously es-timated, and this normalisation is in agreement withother, indirect, estimates recently published.(iii) Analysis of the galaxy LF as a function of redshiftshows evidence for a steepening of the faint end slopewith increasing redshift, from Schechter values of �=-1.1 locally to �=-1.5 at redshift z '0.5. There is also amarked increase in the number of L� galaxies over thelook-back times sampled. We demonstrate the robust-ness of these results to various incompleteness e�ectsinherent in the survey. These trends we have found pro-vide a consistent explanation for the original puzzle ofthe excess galaxy counts and lack of evolution in the red-shift distribution. The explanation con�rms the originalsuggestion made by Broadhurst et al. (1988).(iv) The evolution is consistent, to a reasonable approxima-tion, with that arising primarily in the LF of strong star-forming galaxies categorised via the rest-frame equiva-lent width of [O II]3727 �A . There has been a declineby almost a factor of 2 in the mean luminosity densityof these star-forming sources since z '0.5, and it is thisevolution which is responsible for the faint blue galaxyexcess.(v) In common with recent conclusions derived from countscategorised by HST morphologies, our LF studies havehighlighted two galaxy populations which evolve in verydi�erent ways. Massive galaxies at the bright end of theLF show only marginal changes in their rest-frame B lu-minosities at recent times, whereas lower mass galaxiessu�er a rapidly-declining star formation rate.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSWe thank Ian Parry, Ray Sharples, Peter Gray and sta� atthe AAT for their hard e�orts in making the Auto�b in-strument a reliable working system. We also thank PATTfor their patience and support over many semesters. KeithTaylor and Jeremy Allington-Smith are thanked for their as-sistance with LDSS-1 and LDSS-2. We acknowledge usefuldiscussions with Len Cowie, Olivier LeFevre, David Koo, Si-mon Lilly, Steve Maddox and Ron Marzke. RSE and KGBacknowledge �nancial support from PPARC. JSH thanksthe Marshall Aid Commission. MMC acknowledges the as-sistance of the Australian Academy of Science/Royal Societyexchange program.
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